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NutriView!!

I LOVE Melaleuca for so many reasons but I just wanted to sing praises
 about Nutriview. I am legally blind and had to have injections in my eyes
 every 4-6 weeks for the last 2 years. I started taking Nutriview about a month
 before I was scheduled to see my retinologist. I had already gone for 5 weeks
 prior to taking these vitamins. I started taking them because I could tell that
 the medication was wearing off, as usual, and that I was getting more and
 more fuzzy and dim with each passing day. After I started taking the
 Nutriview, I could tell that I wasn’t losing my sight as quickly and that I was
 not having the normal trouble that I have after the medication fades. In fact,
 at my appt which was scheduled for 9 weeks after the last injections went
 splendidly and I wasn’t required to be injected again at that appt. NINE
 weeks was almost double the amount of time I usually went between
 injections. Now I am scheduled to see my doc in late September, 10 weeks
 after the last appt. I have continued to faithfully take my Nutriview and I
 know that I have not lost any more sight from that last appt. and I am hopeful
 that I will not have to have the injections at that visit either!! The only thing
 that I have done differently before my last appt was to start taking Nutriview.
 I am absolutely certain that the “eye specific vitamins” that I have been
 taking from Melaleuca is the reason I did not have any further swelling in my
 retinas and why I could forego the injections. Thank you so much for your
 awesome products. I could sing praises for so many of them but definitely
 wanted to give you feedback on Nutriview!!
 Renew is also my favorite. I use it on my dry diabetic skin and I use it on the
 little ones in our house. In fact, my granddaughter, who is 18 months old,
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 will not allow a diaper next to her skin without Renew on her “bum” first!!
 This also helped my son with his dry skin issues and a friend of mine was
 “cured” of his psoriasis that he’s suffered with for years!
 I love Melaleuca oil as well! It has gone on any sore I have on my body. I am
 afraid of not healing quickly because of my diabetes, but my T-40 C5 is the
 best thing ever!! I use it on the kids too!
 I can’t say that I have disliked any product I have used. I have been a
 preferred customer back in 1993 but had some severe family hardship and
 lost my way….I came back to the company in June, 2013 and have been
 nothing but happy about everything I have tried!!!
 Sincerely, Kimberly Grijalva

17
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